Economic Conditions in New Hampshire — May 2004

PowerPoint Slide
Shows Available
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More resources available from the Economic and Labor Market
Information Bureau
If you have questions about labor market
information, we have answers. Our Web
site <www.nhes.state.nh.us/elmi/> is a
valuable source of workforce and career
information. Now you can view some of
that information packaged in PowerPoint
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slide shows right on our site! From
current economic indicators to employment trends in the state to wage data by
occupation, these slide shows provide you
with information in a new format.

NH LMI Chart Room Current Economic Indicators
PowerPoint presentation
Updated regularly
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In New Hampshire during the last two years (20022003), the share of Venture Capital for expansion
increased to 57 percent while later stage financing
increased from 10 to 20 percent
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This slide show provides easy access to
current and historical economic indicators
for New Hampshire. Where applicable,
the indicators cover other states, the New
England region, and the nation. Twentyeight indicators are tracked including the

Recent New Hampshire Economic Trends
Employment Growth by Industry and Venture Capital
PowerPoint presentation
March 2004
This slide show takes a look at
New Hampshire’s industry sectors as of
third quarter 2003. An over-the-quarter
and over-the-year analysis explains which
sectors were lagging, slipping, improving,
or leading.
The slide show also explains venture
capital – what is it? What is the goal of

How to use Wage Survey data
(Occupational Employment
and Wages)
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the venture capitalist? Why is it important
to track the flow of it? It also shows
which industries claimed the largest share
of venture capital dollars in New Hampshire from 2002 to 2003, and which of
the four business stages of development
used the most venture capital dollars in
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and the
nation.

How To Use Wage Survey Data
An Occupational Employment and Wages Tutorial
PowerPoint Presentation
New Hampshire occupational employment and wages are published semiannually. The data for more than 550
occupations are a result of surveys sent to
New Hampshire employers. This tutorial
walks the user through:
· Finding the average wage rate for
a specific occupation
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unemployment rate, monthly nonagricultural employment, building permits,
claims data, and degrees granted, to name
just a few. Many of these graphs are
updated monthly.

· Finding wage rates for occupations in
specific areas of the state
· Comparing occupational wage rates
among areas
· Comparing wage rates for different
levels of experience
· Finding a description of an occupation

Your gateway to New Hampshire workforce and career information

